Abstract-We present a principled approach for detecting overlapping temporal community structure in dynamic networks. Our method is based on the following framework: find the overlapping temporal community structure that maximizes a quality function associated with each snapshot of the network subject to a temporal smoothness constraint. A novel quality function and a smoothness constraint are proposed to handle overlaps, and a new convex relaxation is used to solve the resulting combinatorial optimization problem. We provide theoretical guarantees as well as experimental results that reveal community structure in real and synthetic networks. Our main insight is that certain structures can be identified only when temporal correlation is considered and when communities are allowed to overlap. In general, discovering such overlapping temporal community structure can enhance our understanding of realworld complex networks by revealing the underlying stability behind their seemingly chaotic evolution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Communities are densely connected groups of nodes in a network. Community detection, which attempts to identify such communities, is a fundamental primitive in the analysis of complex networked systems that span multiple disciplines in network science such as biological networks, online social networks, epidemic networks, communication networks, etc. It serves as an important tool for understanding the underlying, often latent, structure of networks and has a wide range of applications: user profiling for online marketing, computer virus spread and spam detection, understanding protein-protein interactions, content caching, to name a few. The concept of communities has been generalized to overlapping communities which allows nodes to belong to multiple communities at the same time. This has been shown to reveal the latent structure at multiple levels of hierarchy.
Community detection in static networks has been studied extensively (see [1] for a comprehensive survey), but has primarily been applied to social networks and information networks. Applications to communications networks have been few. Perhaps this is because communication networks (and in particular wireless networks) change at a much faster timescale than social and information networks, and the science of community detection in time-varying networks is still developing. In this paper, we hope to narrow this gap by providing efficient techniques for detecting communities in networks that vary over time while allowing such communities to be overlapping as we elaborate below.
Temporal community detection [2] - [5] aims to identify how communities emerge, grow, combine, and decay over time. A schematic illustrating the various notions of community structure in networks. Panel a) shows a typical community structure in an example network. If one uses a quality function and methods that look for overlapping community structure on the same network, one could find a structure shown in panel b). When the network is time-varying, we illustrate the temporal community structure by showing the communities that a node belong to over time. The top panels are single snapshots of the network evolution in the bottom panels. The (non-overlapping) temporal community structure in panel c) reveals how communities change with time. The overlapping temporal community structure shown in panel d) can uncover deeper hidden patterns such as small communities persistent over time (shown in blue). This is useful in practice because most networks of interest, particularly communication networks, are time-varying. Typically, temporal community detection enforces some continuity or "smoothness" with the past community structure as the network evolves. While one could apply static community detection independently in each snapshot, this fails to discover small, yet persistent communities because, without the smoothness constraints, these structures would be buried in noise and thus be unidentifiable to static methods.
In this paper, we propose a principled framework that goes beyond regular temporal communities and incorporates the concept of overlapping temporal communities (OTC). In this formulation, nodes can belong to multiple communities at any given time and those communities can persist over time as well. This allows us to detect even more subtle persistent structure that would otherwise be subsumed into larger communities. We illustrate the various notions of community structure in Fig. 1 . As we will demonstrate in Section V using both synthetic and real-world data, our framework is able to correctly identify such community structure.
Knowing the OTC structure of an evolving network is useful because, although the observed network may change rapidly, its latent structure often evolves much more slowly. For example, contact-based social networks might change from day to day due to people's varying daily activities, but the social groups (e.g. family, friends, colleagues) that people belong to are much more stable. Identifying such latent timepersistent structure can reveal the fundamental rules governing the seemingly chaotic evolution of real-life complex networks. In addition, knowledge of the times when significant changes occur could be used for predicting network evolution.
The OTC structure of networks has many applications to designing communication networks as well. For example, it can be used in efficient distributed storage of information in a wireless network so that average access latency is minimized [6] . The OTC structure can also be used to select relay nodes and design routing schemes in a disruption tolerant wireless networks. Another application is to devise reallife mobility models for analysis and evaluation of network protocols. We elaborate on these applications in Section VI.
Our approach: We describe the key ideas behind our techniques. A naive approach to temporal community detection is to perform static community detection independently in each snapshot. The limitations of this approach are welldocumented [5] , as it is very sensitive to even minor changes in the network. The approach can be extended to detect OTC structure as well but has the same limitations. Past work, including [2] and [5] argue that temporal communities can be detected if an explicit smoothness constraint that captures the distance to past partitions is enforced. With the smoothness constraint, it is possible to go beyond static methods and detect small persistent communities, as information at multiple snapshots is considered together. In this paper, we build on the above intuition and propose an approach for detecting OTC structure using temporal information. Our approach is a novel convex relaxation of the following combinatorial problem: find the temporal community structure that maximizes a quality function associated with each snapshot subject to a temporal smoothness constraint. To handle overlapping communities, we use generalizations of the quality function proposed in [7] and the temporal smoothness measure proposed in [5] . While the quality function favors densely connected groups, the smoothness constraint promotes persistent structure. Our formulation is fairly general and allows other quality functions and smoothness metrics to be used. Further, it is naturally applicable to overlapping temporal communities and does not require any ad hoc modifications. Unlike most existing approaches that use greedy heuristics to solve the resulting NPhard problem of optimizing over the combinatorial set of all partitions (or covers when overlaps are allowed), we use a tight convex relaxation of this set via the trace norm. This not only results in a convex optimization problem that can be solved efficiently using existing techniques, but also enables us to obtain a priori guarantees on the performance of our method, and provides valuable insight. In particular, our analysis shows that, under a natural generative model, our method is able to recover communities that persists for m snapshots and have size K ≥ n m , where n is the number of nodes. This result highlights the benefit of utilizing temporal information: with more snapshots, we are able to detect smaller communities.
We believe this specific relation is novel, and applies beyond the particular methods in this paper. We note that our approach can detect non-overlapping temporal communities as well.
To summarize, we provide the first principled formulation of the problem of detecting overlapping temporal communities. A critical piece of the formulation is the quality function for quantifying the community structure in any snapshot, and a distance function to ensure contiguity with the past community structure. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first ones to propose such functions for overlapping communities. We provide a convex relaxation and hence an efficient way to solve the optimization problem, while most existing work relies on greedy heuristics. In addition, we provide theoretical guarantees on the performance of our method, and we discuss the insights we gain from the guarantees. Finally, we evaluate our method using several synthetic and real network data-sets and illustrate its efficacy. We also discuss applications of our method to communication networks.
Remark on terminology: In the sequel, we use cluster and community interchangeably, both allowing overlaps.
II. RELATED WORK
There is a long line of work on community detection which has been comprehensively surveyed in [1] . Here, we focus on work that is most relevant to our approach. In particular, [8] presents a convex formulation for optimizing modularity [9] , a well-known quality function for static non-overlapping communities. Our convex formulation is completely different, and our allow overlapping and temporal communities. Our formulation is related to low-rank matrix recovery techniques [10] , [11] . This line of work typically uses trace norm as a convex surrogate of the non-convex rank function, and similarly the 1 norm for sparsity. In this paper, we use trace norm as a relaxation for the set of covers, a combinatorial and nonconvex set, and the (weighted) 1 norm as the quality function. Similar relaxation for static clustering without overlaps is considered in [12] . Our approach for dealing with overlaps is very different from exiting work; for a survey we refer to [13] and section XI of [1] . In the rest of this section we focus on an overview of temporal clustering.
Most existing work on temporal clustering can be divided into two categories: 1) maximize quality function subject to smoothness constraints; 2) slightly modify the clustering structure from the previous snapshot.
The first approach starts with [2] , which proposes the framework of Evolutionary Clustering that aims to optimize a combination of a snapshot quality and a temporal smoothness cost. The work in [5] argues that a specific choice of the temporal cost, namely estrangement, works well. In [3] the authors uses the KL-divergence in both the snapshot quality and temporal cost, and reformulates the problem using nonnegative matrix factorization in order to obtain soft clusterings. In [4] a particle-density based method is proposed to optimize the clustering objective. All of these works use greedy algorithms to solve the optimization problem, which only guarantees convergence to a local optimum. Our formulation is similar to the Evolutionary Clustering framework, but we are able to use convex optimization via a reasonable relaxation.
The second class of methods typically work as follows: each time the network changes, they modify the clustering structure to reflect the change according to some predefined rules. Smoothness is maintained since the modification would not change the clustering too much. For example, [14] proposes iLCD (intrinsic Longitudinal Community Detection) algorithm, which updates, merges, and creates communities based on the previous clustering; overlap is allowed. [15] adopts a similar idea, but does not allow a node to belong to multiple clusters while follow-up work [16] removes this restriction. However, all of these works use update rules that are based on heuristics; some of them might produce duplicates or very small communities and need to use ad hoc procedures to remove them. Unlike our work, they do not provide any analytical guarantees.
Other existing approaches include [17] - [19] , which use objective functions that essentially measure both snapshot quality and temporal smoothness. Also, [20] propose a method to detect communities in multi-dimensional networks. None of these however detect overlapping communities and simultaneously detect their evolution over time.
III. FORMULATION AND ALGORITHM
In this section, we formulate the problem and describe our algorithm. We consider the following natural formulation of OTC detection. Suppose we are given T snapshots of a network with n nodes in terms of adjacency matrices A t , t = 1, . . . , T 1 . Our general goal is, at each time t, to assign each node to a number of clusters so that the edge densities within clusters are higher than those across clusters, and that the assignment does not change rapidly with time. Note that each node might be assigned to multiple clusters, and clusters can overlap. A node might also be associated with no cluster; these nodes are called outliers, and are common in real networks. Mathematically, let r t be the total number of communities at time t. the value of r t is, of course, not known a priori. We would like to find T covers with outliers, where a cover C t with outliers means a collection of r t subsets
. . , n}; again note that we allow outlier nodes that do not belong to any of the subsets. For convenience, we will use cover in the sequel when we actually mean cover with outliers.
To make this formulation concrete, there are several questions that need to be answered. 1) How to concisely represent a cover? 2) When overlaps are allowed, how to measure the quality of a cover? 3) In particular, how to avoid degenerate solutions? For example, declaring each edge as a cluster would make the in-cluster edge density 1 and across-cluster density 0, but is an undesirable solution providing little information. Similarly, producing a cluster that differs from another only by one node hardly reveals any additional structure. 4) How to enforce temporal smoothness when overlap is present? 5) How to solve the resulting optimization problem over covers?
In the remainder of this section, we present our precise approach and address the above questions.
A. Cover Matrix
Our first step, and also a key to later development, is to adopt a matrix representation of a cover. We use the following representation from [7] .
Definition 1 (Matrix Representation of a Cover
That is, Y ij equals the number of clusters that include both node i and j.
Each cover has a unique matrix representation. To see this, let us introduce the notion of a cluster assignment matrix.
Definition 2 (Cluster Assignment Matrix). U ∈ R
n×r is the cluster assignment matrix of a cover C = {C k , k = 1, . . . , r} if U ik = 1 when i ∈ C k and zero otherwise.
The cluster assignment matrix U is another representation of a cover which shows the clusters that each node belongs to. Clearly each cover corresponds to a unique U , and each U corresponds to a unique Y via the factorization Y = U U (the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix U U is the inner product of the ith and j-th rows of U , which, due to the structure of U , equals the number of shared clusters of node i and j, i.e., Y ij ). In the sequel we will mainly use Y as the optimization variable, but the factorization is useful later for post-processing.
Another way to view the cover matrix Y is that it assigns to each pair of nodes (i, j) a "similarity level" Y ij , measured by the number of shared clusters between i and j [7] . When there is no overlap, the assigned similarity level is either 1 (i, j assigned to the same cluster) or 0 (assigned to different clusters). When overlaps are allowed, nodes sharing many clusters are considered more similar. In contrast, the network adjacency matrix A can be viewed as the observed similarity level. With this in mind, we can think of the general objective of OTC detection as: find a series of covers Y t such that the assigned similarity level is closed to the observed one at each t, and the covers change smoothly over time. In general the number of clusters that include both node i and j might be greater than 1, so the assigned similarity is also above 1.
B. Overlapping Temporal Community Detection
We now give a precise formulation of the above general objective. We adopt an optimization-based approach to OTC Detection. In particular, we consider the following framework:
s.t.
Here
is the snapshot quality, which serves two purposes: 1) it measures how well the cover Y t reflects the network A t , i.e., the closeness between the assigned similarity level encoded in Y t and the observed similarity level in A t , and 2) it prevents the algorithm from over-fitting, e.g., generating duplicate communities or many small communities overlap with each other. The function
is a distance function that measures the difference between the covers at time t + 1 and t. Consequently, the first constraint in the above formulation ensures that the covers evolve smoothly over time. This constraint prefers the evolutionary path with fewer changes and reflects the inertia inherent in evolution of groups in real life networks.
In this paper we focus on concave f and convex d (w.r.t. {Y t }). This covers many existing methods for clustering without overlap. For example, f can be the modularity function [9] 
Y ij (here k i is the degree of node i in A, M is the total number of edges, and we ignore the pre-constant) or the correlation clustering [21] objective
ij , 0 . For OTC detection, the difficulty lies in defining quality and distance functions that can handle overlaps. We propose two novel metrics that are suitable to this task. For the snapshot quality f , we use the weighted 1 distance between the cover matrix Y and the adjacency matrix A:
where C ij are some weights to be chosen. In this paper, we use the weights
, where k i and M are defined in the last paragraph. This qualify function generalizes the correlation clustering objective [21] and is closely related to the widely-used modularity quality function [9] when there is no overlap. In particular, it penalizes three types of "errors" (recall Y ij is the number of clusters including both i and j, or the assigned similarity level between i, j):
• A ij = 1 and Y ij = 0: nodes i and j are connected but they are assigned to different clusters • A ij = 0 and Y ij ≥ 1: nodes i and j are disconnected but they share at least one clusters, i.e., the assigned similarity level is positive while the observed one is zero.
• A ij = 1 and Y ij > 1: nodes i and j are connected but they share more than one clusters, i.e., the assigned similarity level is higher than the observed one.
Note that in the last two cases, the more clusters i and j share, the higher the cost is. This prevents the algorithm from overfitting by generating many small clusters with lots of overlap.
For the temporal distance d, we use:
In other words, we measure the change in the assigned similarity level between node i and j (i.e., the number of clusters that include both nodes), but only when there is an edge between i and j in both snapshots t and t + 1. For nonoverlapping clusters, this reduces to the number of persisting edges that change "state" from intra-cluster to inter-cluster and vice-versa. Our measure is a modification and generalization of the estrangement measure in [5] to overlapping clusters.
C. Convex Relaxation
The optimization problem (1) is combinatorial due to the constraint "Y t represents a cover". Exhaustive search is impossible because there are exponentially many possible covers. One option is to use greedy local search, which a popular choice for optimizing modularity and other clustering objectives, but it only converges to local minimums and provides no guarantees.
In this paper, we use convex optimization. There are two advantages of this approach: 1) it leads to an optimization problem that is efficiently solvable and guaranteed to converge to the global optimum, and 2) it is possible to obtain a priori characterization of the optimal solution (see Section IV), which provides interesting insights into the problem. To this end, we relax the cover constraint and solve the following optimization problem:
here Y t * is the so-called trace norm, the sum of singular values of Y t . It is known that the trace norm constraint Y * ≤ B is a convex relaxation of the original cover constraint [7] . We briefly explain the reason here. Recall that a cover matrix admits the factorization Y = U U , so a cover Y is positive semidefinite and satisfies
In particular, the right hand side in (3) equals n if Y represents a partition. Therefore, as long as B is no smaller than the right hand side in (3), then a cover matrix Y also satisfies the new constraint, which is thus a relaxation. Although the right hand side in (3) is unknown a priori, in practice we find that choosing B to be suitably large, such as 10n as is done in our experiment section, works well. Moreover, the constraint Y * ≤ B effectively imposes an upper bound on the amount of overlap and prevents the algorithm from producing a large number of clusters, which is desirable on its own right.
Trace norm is known to be a good relaxation for partition matrices both in theory and in practice [12] , [22] . All partition matrices with a small number of partitions (which is the case of interest) are low-rank, and trace norm is the tightest convex relaxation of low-rank matrices in a formal sense [23] . Moreover, trace norm utilizes the graph eigen-spectrum which has long been known to reveal hidden clustering structure and is the basis of the highly successful spectral clustering methods. This advantage of trace norm carries over to overlapping clusters [7] . With this relaxation and our choice of f and d, (2) becomes a convex program and can be solved in polynomial time using general-purpose convex optimization packages such as SDPT3. In Appendix A, we describe a specialized gradient descent algorithm, which is even faster.
D. Post-processing
Ideally, the optimal solutionŶ t would represent a cover, which could be easily extracted fromŶ t (e.g. by finding all maximal cliques); in the next section we provide one sufficient condition for this to happen. In practice, however, because of the relaxation,Ŷ t may not have the structure of a cover matrix. But it is empirically observed thatŶ t is usually close to a cover matrix; in particular, the optimization can be viewed as a "denoising" procedure, which filters out most (though not all) of the noise in the observation A t and makes the underlying clustering structure more clear. Therefore, a good clustering is likely to be extracted fromŶ t via simple post-processing. We describe one such procedure below.
Recall again that a cover matrix can be factorized as Y = U U , where U is an assignment matrix of non-negative entries, with U ik = 1 indicating node i in cluster k. Therefore, performing Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [24] on a cover Y gives the corresponding clustering assignment. When the optimal solutionŶ is not an cover but close to be one, we expect that performing NMFŶ =ÛÛ would still produce an approximate assignment matrixÛ , which is then rounded to be an exact assignment matrix. In particular, we declare node i to belong to cluster k at time t ifÛ t ik ≥ 0.5.
E. Remarks on Our Method
Mapping communities: Practical application sometimes requires the communities at time t to be mapped to those at t − 1, in order to track the evolution of communities. In the experiment section, we use the mapping method in [5] , which still works when Y is a cover instead of a partition. The method involves mapping those communities across consecutive snapshots that have the maximal mutual Jaccard overlap between their constituent node-sets, and generating new community identifiers only when needed.
Online algorithm: In some cases it might be interesting to use an online version of the algorithm (2): At each time t when a new snapshot A t becomes available, we obtain a new cover Y t by solving the following problem:
where Y t−1 is the solution from the last snapshot t − 1 and is considered fixed. Rigorously speaking, the solution to the online formulation is in general different from that to the offline one. But we expect in practice the online formulation will perform reasonably well, and various updating rules can be adopted to choose the online upper bound δ t . We do not delve into this in this paper.
Complexity and Scalability: Using the fast gradient descent algorithm, the space and time complexities of our method both scale linearly with the problem size (the numbers of nodes, edges and snapshots); see Appendix B for details. With the online implementation suggested above, the dependence on the snapshot number can be further alleviated. Our method is therefore amenable to large datasets.
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section we provide theoretical analysis on the performance of our algorithm. In particular, our analysis shows that if the adjacency matrices A t are generated from an underlying persistent partition according to a generative model, then with high probability our method will recover the underlying partition as long as K = Ω( n/m), where K is the minimum cluster size in the partition and m is the number of snapshots it persists for. This highlights the benefit of temporal clustering: a small cluster of size n/m is likely to be undetectable if each snapshot is considered individually (e.g., the cluster might not be connected in each single snapshot), but can be recovered by temporal clustering if the cluster persists for m snapshots and all snapshots are used. This result is quite revealing: traditional single-snapshot clustering techniques can only find clusters that are large in size, but temporal clustering is capable of detecting clusters that are small in size but large in the time axis. Moreover, our theorem predicts a specific tradeoff between the "spatial size" K and the "temporal size" m: with four times more temporal snapshots, one can detect a cluster that is half as small spatially. We believe this is the first such result in the literature.
We now present our theorem. We use a generative model which can be considered as a multi-snapshot version of the classical and widely studied planted partition model (a.k.a. stochastic block model) [25] .
Definition 3 (Multi-Snapshot Planted Partition Model). Suppose n nodes are in r disjoint clusters, each with size K, and this clustering structure does not change over time (see remarks after the theorem). Let Y * be the matrix that represents this clustering. The adjacency matrices A t , t = 1, . . . , m are generated as follows: if node i and j are in different clusters, then there is an edge between them (i.e. A ij = 1) with probability q, independent with all others; if they are in the same cluster, then A ij = 1 with probability p. We assume q < 1 2 < p are constants independent of n, m and K. Since the underlying partition does not change, we impose the constraint
Rewritten in an equivalent minimization form, our algorithm becomes
Note that under the multi-snapshot planted partition model, we have , then Y * is the unique optimal solution to the convex optimization problem (5) with probability converging to 1 as n → ∞.
The proof is given in Appendix C. Remark on Theorem 1: Although the multi-snapshot planted partition model assumes that the underlying clustering structure does not change, and that the clusters do not overlap, we conjecture similar theoretical guarantees can be obtained with these restrictions removed. In particular, we expect that our algorithm can detect clusters of size Θ( n m ) even if the underlying structure changes, provided that between consecutive changes there are at least m snapshots. This conjecture is supported by the experimental results in section V.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We apply our method to two synthetic datasets and three real-world datasets. Our synthetic networks are random graphs generated according to an underlying community structure evolution. Each snapshot is an instantiation of a random graph generated by connecting each pair of nodes sharing at least one community with probability 0.5, and with probability 0.2 otherwise (including the case where one or both of the nodes are not in any community). Note that we allow some nodes in some snapshots to not belong to any community, as is often true in real scenarios. Also, note that nodes sharing more than one communities are not connected with a higher probability. This makes overlapping communities harder to detect and is a better test of the detection methods.
Using this prescription, we generate two synthetic timevarying networks to validate our method and demonstrate its efficacy. We compare the results obtained with and without overlap allowed, and with and without the smoothness constraint. A popular temporal clustering method using multi-slice modularity [19] is also considered.
The four real network datasets considered in this section include MANET, international trade, AS links, and the MIT Reality Mining Data.
A. Synthetic Random Networks I
In the first synthetic experiment, we demonstrate the advantage of considering the temporal aspect and allowing overlap, and that there is clustering structure that can be detected only if we consider both. We generate the network snapshots as follows. Suppose there are 120 nodes and 5 underlying communities. Community 1 is a small 15-node group including nodes 0 through 14. Community 2 and 3, both of size 38, consist of nodes 15-52 and 47-85, respectively, and overlap at 5 nodes (47-52). Communities 4 and 5, both of smaller size 20, include node 85-104 and 100-119, respectively, and overlap at 5 nodes (100-104).
Since community 1 is small, in light of Theorem 1, we expect that single-snapshot methods are unable to detect it due to noise/randomness in the network, but temporal methods will find them. Community 2 and 3 are large but overlap with each other, so only methods that allow overlap would detect them, even if the snapshots are considered individually. Finally, communities 4 and 5 are small and overlapping, and are thus expected to be discoverable only when both the temporal and overlap aspects are considered. This is indeed the case in our experiments. The results are shown in Fig 2 to 5 . Visualizing overlapping temporal communities is not a trivial task. Here we extend the approach used in Fig. 1 to allow overlaps, which is explained in the caption of Fig 2. Fig 2 shows the results of For example, the leftmost blue strip represents a community (Community 3) at time 0 containing nodes 47 to 85, and the cyan strip to its right is a community (Community 2) containing nodes 15 to 52; nodes 47 to 52 are in both communities. Across snapshots, communities with the same color are those that are mapped to each other using the mapping method described in Section III-D. This figure shows that our method faithfully recovers the underlying 5-community structure that is used to generate the network. our method, which nicely detects all the underlying structure. Fig 3 shows the result of our method but with δ set to infinity, so there is no temporal smoothness constraint and snapshots are considered independently. In this case, communities 1, 4 and 5 are not recovered completely. Fig. 4 shows the result when overlap is not allowed, i.e., we impose the constraint Y t ij ≤ 1, ∀t, i, j.. All overlapping structure is clearly lost. Fig  5 shows that result when δ = ∞ and overlap is not allowed; one can see a further degradation of performance.
We also measure the performance of the above four methods by computing the distance of the recovered community structure from the ground truth. We use the distance
, where Y * t denotes the cover matrix of the ground truth, andŶ t the one found by a clustering algorithm. The results are given in the second row of Table I . The error is an order of magnitude smaller when both the overlapping and temporal aspects are considered.
Comparison with existing schemes: Although there has been much work on community detection algorithms, almost none allows simultaneously discovering overlapping and temporal communities. Thus, we can only compare against some representative non-overlapping temporal community detection algorithms. We compare against the widely cited temporal community detection scheme presented in [19] . This method involves two parameters, the resolution γ for the modularity function and the inter-slice coupling strength ω. Since the ground truth clustering structure does not change over time, a large ω is used to force a static output. We then search over different values of γ and use the one that gives the smallest error. The recovered community structure is shown in Fig. 6 . We find that this method cannot identify the overlap structure (as expected), and fails to recover the non-overlapping portions of small communities (community 4 and 5). The recovery error, given in the last column of Table I , is also high. Small community is recovered Overlap structure is lost Fig. 4 . Synthetic experiment I: Clustering result with temporal smoothness constraint but not allowing overlaps. The overlap structure is lost.
Small communities and their overlaps are not recovered
Overlap structure between large communties are also lost Node id Fig. 6 . Synthetic experiment I: Clustering using the multi-slice modularity method in [19] . The two small communities 4 and 5 are incorrectly identified as one cluster, and the overlap structure is lost. 
B. Synthetic Random Networks II
The second synthetic experiment demonstrates the ability of our method to detect and track time-varying cluster structure, including the overlap, merger, emergence, splitting, growth, and shrinking of communities. We describe how we generate the snapshots. The network has 100 nodes, and the underlying clustering structure has four phases, each with 10 snapshots:
• Phase I: There are two communities: community 1 includes nodes 0 to 39, and community 2 includes nodes 40 to 79. The structure does not change during this phase.
• Phase II: Community 1 remains the same, but community 2, now with nodes 30 to 69, overlaps with community 1. The structure does not change during this phase.
• Phase III: Communities 1 and 2 merge into a large community A, which consists of nodes 0 to 69. This community then gradually shrinks: at each time there is one node leaving, and at the end of this phase, community A has nodes 0 to 60. On the other hand, there is a new community B, including nodes 75-99, emerges at the beginning of this phase and remains unchanged throughout this phase. • Phase IV: Community A splits into two smaller ones consisting of nodes 0-19 and 20-59, respectively. Community B grows by absorbing nodes 60-74, and thus has nodes 60-100. The structure does not change in this phase.
As can be seen in Fig. 7 , our method performs quite well in recovering the underlying evolving structure. This complements our theoretical results in section IV, and shows that our method can handle overlaps and detect jumps in the structure. We compare our method with those that do not allow overlap, or ignore the temporal aspect; see Table I . Our method again outperforms other methods by a large margin.
Comparison: We also compare with the algorithm in [19] . For this algorithm, we search for the best parameters (γ, ω) that give the smallest error. The recovered community structure is shown in Fig. 8 , and the error is given in the last column of Table I . One observes that it cannot detect overlaps. Without considering overlaps, our method is competitive with a stateof-the-art algorithm that specializes for temporal clustering.
C. Real MANET Scenario
We now present results on a real wireless network with mobility. The data is based on the mobility trace from an experiment scenario in New Jersey as described in [26] . We use a 40 node version of the scenario where the nodes are organized into three teams. The teams move from an initial point to a target point using two primary routes over a threehour period. The scenario is divided into several phases, each associated with a rendezvous point. During each phase the teams move from one rendezvous point to the next and pause before moving on. There are also six leader nodes which have high range radios and are mostly in range of each other.
The input to our algorithm is 711 network snapshots formed by the wireless connection between the nodes. The physical locations of the nodes, as well as the underlying team structure, is unknown to the algorithm. The community structure found by our algorithm is shown in Fig. 9 . We find that the leader nodes form a small yet persistent community (shown in orange in Fig. 9 ), which can only be detected by our clustering method. We also find that the overlapping temporal community structure is basically invariant for each phase of scenario even when the topology as well as the instantaneous community structure without overlap is changing. Thus, we show that in this case the overlapping temporal community structure detected by our method reveals a structural pattern that remains invariant even with a fair bit of mobility.
D. MIT Reality-mining
We apply our method to a human-human contact network in the Reality-mining project [27] . The results are shown in Fig. 11 . Two predominant groups can be seen, one corresponding to the staff at the MIT Media Lab, and the other corresponding to the students at the MIT Sloan School of Business. We also observe a discontinuity of the Sloan School community around New Year's break.
E. International Trade Network
Our next real dataset consists of annual trade volumes between pairs of countries during 1870-2006 [28] . We create an unweighted network each year by placing an edge between two countries if the trade volume between them exceeds 0.1% of the total trade volumes of both countries; in other words, an edge is drawn if their trade is significant for both of them. This leads to a dynamic network with 197 nodes and 137 snapshots, which is fed to our algorithm. Fig. 12 shows the post-World War II (1950-2006) community structure found by our algorithm, where the overlaps are not displayed (for each node, only the largest cluster it belongs to is shown). Five prominent trade communities can be immediately identified: Latin-American, US-Euro-Asian, Ex-USSR Block, West African, and Afro-Asian. One also observes the evolution of the communities, including the formation of the West African block in 1960 ("the Year of Africa") due to decolonization, the emergence of the Ex-USSR block after 1991, as well as Colombia and Venezuela joining the US-Euro-Asian Block in the 1970s. Fig. 11 . MIT Data. No significant overlap is observed, so we only show nonoverlapping temporal community structure found. Two predominant groups can be seen, one corresponding to the staff and students at the MIT Media Lab, and the other corresponding to the students at the MIT Sloan School of Business. 
F. The Skitter AS Links Dataset
Finally, to validate the performance of our algorithm on larger networks, we analyze the Internet topology at the Autonomous System (AS) level as collected by CAIDA [29] . We obtained quarterly snapshots of the data over an 8 year period starting in 2000. The data has upto 28000 nodes in some snapshots. Many of those are edge nodes with a low degree and do not belong to a community. Thus we only consider nodes with degree larger than 9 in at least one snapshot. The final dataset consists of 2807 nodes and 32 snapshots.
Among these 2807 AS's, we identify 90 of them exhibit significant community structures -each of them are assigned to community in at least 10 snapshots. The temporal community structure for these nodes is shown in Fig. 14 ; overlaps are not shown for clarity. Results with overlaps are shown in Fig. 15 .
We make some initial observations from A similar phenomenon has been observed in [30] . Moreover, by looking at the overlap structure, we find that that all the nodes in the US block mentioned above consistently appear in multiple clusters. These turn out to be Tier 1 providers or large internet exchange points.
VI. APPLICATIONS TO COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
We now describe some applications of community detection to the design of communication networks. Routing in Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs): DTNs are often formed by devices that are carried around by humans whose mobility patterns are strongly influenced by their social relationships. Thus, the structures of the social graph between the humans and the the contact graph between the devices are correlated. While the contact graph can change rapidly, it usually possesses a relatively stable underlying structure that is a function of the less volatile social graph [31] - [35] . This can be used to develop "social aware" routing strategies that use social metrics such as node centrality and community labels to make forwarding decisions [31] - [34] , [36] . All of these schemes utilize some form of community detection on the contact graph to infer social relations between the mobile nodes. However, the community detection methods used are generally limited to the non-overlapping and even non timevarying case. The community detection framework proposed in this paper can be used with any of these schemes while overcoming these limitations. This can result in significant performance gains when, for example, people belong to multiple social groups (e.g., friends, family, co-workers, etc.).
Efficient Caching in Content Centric Networks: Content based networking is an emerging paradigm that does not require connection oriented protocols between producers and consumers of information in communication networks. Intelligent caching and replication of the content can significantly reduce access delays as well as the overhead costs associated with repeated querying and duplicate transmissions. Recent work [6] proposes making use of the community structure of a MANET to determine nodes for content replication. Assuming that the community structure changes on a slower time scale than the network topology, nodes in the same community can cooperate to provide an efficient and speedy access to content. The method proposed in this paper can provide a principled approach to build distributed content caching protocols.
Developing Realistic Mobility Models: Much initial work on the design and analysis of routing algorithms for mobile networks assumed simplistic mobility models such as random walk, random waypoint, etc. However, the analysis of mobility traces from many real-life scenarios suggests that these simplistic models do not capture the details of real-world mobility characteristics such as periodicity and correlations due to social relationships between nodes. Recent work on mobility modeling [37] , [38] attempts to capture the dependence of the social relationships between nodes on their mobility patterns. Community detection methods such as ours can be used to construct more refined mobility models that capture complex features such as the existence of overlapped communities as well as small yet persistent temporal communities.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider the problem of detecting overlapping temporal communities in dynamic networks. A convex optimization based approach is proposed for this problem. Theoretical and experimental results show that our method is capable of revealing interesting community structure that cannot be detected by methods that do not allow overlap, or those that do not utilize temporal information. For simplicity, in this work we have focused on unweighted graphs. In the future, we plan to extend our method to treat weighted graphs as well as develop distributed versions of the algorithm. We believe our methods have wide applications in studying the structure and evolution of complex networked systems including communication networks and social networks.
